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Abstract
This report focuses on our perceived lack of applications that can assist
students in finding suitable environments in which they can study together. Our
research has shown that while there are applications that are dedicated to helping
students to study, none that we have found help students connect with one another,
for the sole purpose of studying.

With our application, we intend to create a platform that will enable students to
connect with each other, on both a website and a mobile application. We hope to
give students the ability to create and join study sessions, as well as provide them
with the opportunity to chat with people outside of classrooms in a distraction-free
environment. This will help students to focus in addition to creating a larger network
of people to interact with within their chosen course and when they enter the
professional workspace. Our aims are supported by research that shows that
organised group work facilitates and aids student learning
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Introduction
During our studies at CCT, we have found that it is difficult to study when
working on our own, be it due to loss of concentration or other factors such as work
or family obligations that prevent us from focusing on studying. We realized that
when we were in groups it was easier to focus on our work, this also allowed us to
ask for help from our peers and also share any of our insights with them. We also
have found that many students find it hard to form study groups for a lack of a study
network.
Our idea to alleviate some of the pressure in forming these study groups is a
mobile and web application which helps those students looking for such a group to
find it. Our application will enable students to form study groups where they will be
able to share work, study and experiences. Based on mutual interests users will be
able to reach out and connect with a network of their peers. The benefits of group
studying have been researched, ‘McCabe, J. A., & Lummis, S. N. (2018)’ outline that
studying together increases the average grade of all those who actively participate,
In this document, we hope to show the processes which we underwent in the
completion of our idea such as the technology we used, the research we did, how we
designed our application.
We are showcasing the knowledge gained through the college in web
development, project analysis and design, programming, networking, databases,
cloud technologies and graphic user interface design for the realization of this
project.
Many computing areas are involved in this project, therefore we believe this is
a great project and opportunity for us to show all the knowledge that we have
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learned through these years at CCT college. In our group, we are proud to have
diverse skills and strengths thereby we are sure this challenge is manageable. We
are a group of three and one is good in programming, other is good in web
development and the third one is very good at databases so we complement each
other for this project.
It will involve a couple of technologies in the project, for the planning and
project management we are using Project Manager, which is an online service that
allows us to manage an overview of the system development life cycle.
For the system design, we are going to use Visual Paradigm to draw
diagrams (class diagrams, EER, use case diagrams, etc.)
For the website building, we are going to use HTML, CSS, Javascript, all
these for the front end. For the back end, we are using PHP as a server-side
scripting and Node.js for the chat-app. SQL for querying the database. Our database
will be up in the cloud, we are going to use Google Cloud technologies for this
purpose.
For the mobile application, we plan to focus only on android, therefore, we are
going to use Visual Studio as an IDE (Integrated development environment) and the
code will be made using Java, although Kotlin is according Ababei Adrian(2019) the
“modern” language for android development, we opt to use Java because of the
familiarity we have with it. We are going to use the same database as for the
website. As we plan to implement a chat functionality we are going to use the
socket.io library which will help us in this matter.
The structure of this document will be in two chapters, the first will focus on
the initial design, including requirements, use cases, class diagrams and entity
relationship diagrams. This chapter will outline our initial ideas on the application and
how we plan to build our platform
Chapter two includes the documentation of the running application, this
includes the GUI, databases design, programming, the website structure, the mobile
application structure, and the testing that we did on the application.
Followed by the conclusion of our report and the appendices.
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1. System Analysis
In the first chapter, we will show - in detail the description of the functionality
of the system, which includes the requirements, use case scenarios and diagrams
that we will need for building the application.
According to (Kendall and Kendall, 1998),- system analysis - is describing
how the system will function by examining the input and processing of data and the
output of information.

1.1 Requirements
The list below is a brief summary of the requirements for the Student meetup
that we think will be necessary to build the application.

R1 - Registration is needed as a first step in using the application. During
registration, the user has to put up his/her name, nickname, course, email, password
and a short description of him/herself.

R2 - Login will require the email and password of the user.

R3 - Chatroom, each study session should have a chat room available for users
within the group, and for new users to the study session.

R4- Profile information, the user profile should be available to other users to see and
should include: name, nickname, course, short description, and a record of study
sessions created or joined.

R5 - Profile editing, a user should be able to edit his/her profile changing the name,
nickname, course and the description.
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R6 - Creating study sessions, the system has to offer a platform for users to post a
study session providing the session title, course, time, location, description and the
user also can insert tags.

R7 - Joining study sessions, the system should provide a platform for the user to join
a group based on the course that he/she is registered on.

R8 - Delete study session function, the user hosting a study session should be able
to delete the post at any time.

R9 - Filter system search should be implemented so that the user is able to see only
posts related to what they are looking for.

R10 - Report system, any user is able to report another user for whatever reason
he/she thinks he/she has to be reported.

R11 - Location services, the user that is creating a study session has to be able to
insert the location where the session will occur.

1.2 Actor Catalogue
Figure A-1 shows all the actors in the Student meet up use-case model. The
brief descriptions of the actors are given in the subsections that follow the figure.
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Figure A-1 The actors of the Student meetup system – Visual Paradigm.

1.3 Student meetup system use cases
This section will provide an overview of the use cases and a short description
of each use case is about.

1.4 Primary use case
Figure A-2 Shows the primary use cases from Student Meetup use-case
model. The brief descriptions of the use cases are given in the subsections that
follow.

Figure A-2 The primary uses cases of the Student Meetup System – Visual Paradigm.

.
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1.4.1 Register
This use case describes how a student has to register to the system for then
log in if the user chooses to.

Figure A-3 Register use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Register

Actors: Users A or User B

Goal: Register as a new user.

Overview: When the student goes to the website/mobile application page, he/she
will click on REGISTER, where they will have to enter the name, nickname,
course, email, password and a short description of him/her self to register. After
registration, they will be sent to the home page and will have the option to click on
LOGIN.

Cross-Reference:
R1-R2
Typical course of events:
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Actors actions:

System Response:

1 – The student goes to the application
page.

3 – Displays the Register window.

2 – The student clicks on the

5 - The system displays a message

REGISTER button.

saying “ You are now registered” and

4 – The student enters the name,

The application will send him/her back

course, email, password and a short

to the home page.

description of him/her.

7 - Initiate ‘Login’

6- The user clicks on the LOGIN
button.

Alternative course:

Actors actions:

System Response:

Step 4

The student is already registered in
the application, He/She won’t be able
to register again and he will be sent to
the Login section instead of a register
page.

1.4.2 Login
This use case describes the information the user has to input in order to log in.
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Figure A-4 Login use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Login

Actors: User A or User B

Goal: Login into the system.

Overview: When the user wants to login into the system they will have the button
“Login” displayed in the home page and when clicked the user will be asked to
insert the email and password.

Cross-Reference:
R1-R2
Typical course of events:

Actors actions:

System Response:

1 – The student goes to the application
page.

3 – Displays the Login window.

2 – The student clicks the login button.

5 - The system sends the user to the

4 – The student enters the email and

user's welcome page.

password and then clicks on login.
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Alternative course:

Actors actions:

System Response:

Step 4

The system does not recognize the
user and asks to fill the fields again or
click the REGISTER button if the user
did not do so yet.

1.4.3 Creating study session
This use case describes what a student has to do for hosting a study session
and how the system will perform this task

Figure A-5 Creating study session use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Creating study session

Actors: User

Goal: Create a Study session
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Overview: Once the user has logged in to the application, he/she click on
CREATE STUDY SESSION button where he will be asked to insert the Title, time,
course, location, tags and description then the study session will be available for
users to see and a notification will be sent to users email within the same career.

Cross-Reference:
R6-R2
Typical course of events:
Actors actions:

System Response:

1 - The user logs into the application.

2 - The system sends the user to the

3 - The user clicks on CREATE

welcome page.

STUDY SESSION.

4 - Displays the create study session

5- The user enters the title, name,

windows.

course, location, tags and description

6- The System creates the group

then clicks on the submit button.

Alternative course:

Actors actions:

System Response:

5- The student did not fill all the fields

6- Asks the user to fill empty fields.

at the submitting stage.

1.4.4 Joining study session
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This use case describes the steps a student has to follow for participating in a
study session that has been already created either by login into their account or
clicking in an invitation link.

Figure A-6 Joining a study session use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Joining a study session

Actors: User

Goal: To join a study session that another user has posted.

Overview:
When a user wants to join a study session he/she will search for the subject
he/she wants to study using the filter system. The system will then provide posts
matching the requirements of their search. The user will then select which study
session they want to join. He/she will then have access to the information of that
study session as well as the chat room of that study session. They also have the
ability to leave any session they have joined.

Cross-Reference:
R2-R7-R9
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Typical course of events:
Actors actions:

System Response:

1.User Logs in to the system

2. System logs in user and sends the

3. User enters the search function.

user to the homepage

5. User refines the search parameters.

4. System shows available study

7. User selects the session he/she

sessions.

wants to join.

6. System updates to show study

9. User is able to interact with the chat

sessions matching the parameters.

function.

8. System adds the user to the

10 User can leave the session.

session and displays the hidden
information to the user.
11. System closes session after set
time and removes all users.

Alternative course:
Actors actions:

System Response:

Step 3. User inputs search parameters

Step 4. System cannot find any posts
matching the refinements. System

Step 5. User is already in a session

shows an error message.

Step 1,3,5,7 User clicks in the study

Step 6. System does not add the user

session link invitation provided to the

to session and do not give access to

email.

session information.
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1.4.5 Joining a chat room
This use case describes the iteration of the user with the system interface
since he/she enters into the chat room.

Figure A-7 Joining a chat room use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Joining a chat room

Actors: User A, User B

Goal: To Chat between users

Overview:
A user enters into the chat room, he is then able to post messages that other users
in the chat room are able to see.

Cross-Reference:
R2-R3-R9
Typical course of events:
Actors actions:
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1. User A logs into the system

2. System logs in user and sends user

3. User A joins the chat room.

to the homepage
4. System displays the message on the

5. User A posts a message to the chat

chat board that User A has joined the

room.

chat room.

7. User B posts a message to the chat

6. System displays User A’s message

room.

to other users in the chat room.

9. User B leaves the chat room

8. System displays User B’s message

11..User delete session

to other users in the chat room.
10.System displays a message in the
chat room that User A has left the chat.
12. System destroys the chat room.

Alternative course:

Actors actions:

System Response:

1.4.6 Reporting user
This use case shows what steps a user has to complete in order to report to
other users for bad behavior within the system community.
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Figure A-8 Reporting a user use case diagram – Visual Paradigm.

Use case: Reporting a user
Actors:User
Goal: Report a user
Overview: A user is able to report another user when he/she has performed an
inappropriate conduct within the application, chat room, or in the study session.
Cross-Reference:
R11-R2
Typical course of events:
Actors actions:

System Response:

1 – The user gets into the profile of the
user he/she wants to report to.
3 – The user clicks on the REPORT
button,
5 – The user fills the report form with a
description of why he/she is reporting
the user in question and clicks
SUBMIT REPORT button.

2 – Displays the profile of the user to
report.
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Alternative course:
Actors actions:

System Response:

5- The student did not fill all the fields
at the submitting stage.

6- System asks the user to fill in the
form before submitting.

1.5 Student meetup system class diagram
The StudentMeet-up class diagram (Figure A-9) Defines the overall structure
of the system, and the structure of every object in the system and the interaction
between them in a high level view.

Figure A-9 Classdiagram – Visual Paradigm.

1.6 Entity-relationship diagram
In the figure A-10 shows the entity-relationship diagram of the database
where the data of the web and mobile application will be stored.
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Figure A-10 Enhanced entity-relationship diagram –draw.io

2. System Design
The second chapter will describe the system design which we will talk about how the
application will be implemented( User interface design, Function design and data
design).

2.1 Technologies
A list of Technologies used in the creation of our application.
● Microsoft Visual Studio Code
● XAMPP
● Android Studio
● Google Cloud Platform
● Google Drive
● BootStrap Studio
● InVision Studio
● Heroku
● Draw.io
● Postman
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● Github
● Java
● PHP
● MySQL
● HTML & CSS
● JavaScript
● Node.js
● Socket.IO
● Bitnami

2.2 Android Design
The application will use Java as the development language, XML will be used
for creating the layouts, socket.IO will be used for the client side chat application.
Node.js will be used for the server side part of the chat application Android studio
will be used as the primary IDE for the development of the mobile application.
We have chosen the android platform because It can be developed using
Java which is a language we feel comfortable with.
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Figure B-1 Navigation view of android application – Android Studio

2.3 Website Design
The website will use HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP. The HTML & CSS will
be used to create and style the website. PHP connects the website to the database
and enables the website to query for data used in the operations. Javascript will be
used to run the chat application within the website, Socket.IO will be used in the chat
function of our web application, It will enable real time, bi-directional communication
between web client and server. Node.js will allow for Server side communication
between clients. Visual studio code will be used as the primary IDE for the website.
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Figure B-2 Class Diagram - draw.io

2.4 Database design

Figure B-3 Student Meetup database structure – phpMyAdmin
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Figure B-4 Student Meetup Report Table structure – phpMyAdmin

Figure B-5 Student Meetup Session Table structure – phpMyAdmin
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Figure B-6 Student Meetup Student Table structure – phpMyAdmin

Figure B-7 Student Meetup Session_Student many to many Table structure – phpMyAdmin

The application will use SQL as the database query language. XAMPP will be
used to test the database, XAMPP is free and open-source cross-platform web
server solution stack package developed by Apache Friends, consisting mainly of
the Apache HTTP Server, MariaDB database, and interpreters for scripts written in
the PHP and Perl programming languages. The application will then be deployed to
a google cloud server where we have used a tutorial made by (apachefriends.org.
2020) to successfully implement our XAMPP server in the cloud. Google cloud is a
suite of cloud computing services that runs on the same infrastructure that Google
uses internally for its end-user products, such as Google Search, Gmail and
YouTube.
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2.5 Implementation of system
This section will go through the process of interacting with the application.

2.5.1 Website
The website uses PHP for the server-side,which means that it runs on the
web server software,which is normally going to serve HTML to the visitor. We chose
PHP because it was one of the languages we used in our second year of college.
Node.js was also chosen on the website for the server-side, using the
socket.io which is a javascript library for realtime web applications, that permit
communication between servers and clients.
The node.js was deployed on heroku.com , while the Php files and the
database were hosted on google cloud.

Figure B-8 Folder Structure –Visual Code

This is the folder that details the structure of the website as seen in the Figure B-8
above.
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A simple BootStrap template was used for the website's initial design. The
home page displayed a simple background image, and the user has the option of
login in, registering and viewing team photos.

Figure B-9 Welcome page website – Student Meetup

After clicking the register option, the user is required to insert a name,
nickname, email, password(the user has to repeat the password), a short description
about themselves and the course they are enrolled in.This data is then saved to the
database in the appropriate fields through PHP. Once the user wishes to login they
must enter the email and password they entered at registration.
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Figure B-10 Login and Register page website – Student Meetup

When a user has successfully logged in, they will be brought to their
dashboard where they can see the available sessions. This includes the session title,
session author, when the session will happen(session date), the location of the
session and a short description of the session. The user will also have the option to
join the session.

Figure B-11 Dashboard page website – Student Meetup

When a user clicks on the join session button they will be brought to this
page, where they will be able to join the chat room or leave the session.

Figure B-12 Session page website – Student Meetup

Once a user enters the chat room they will be able to interact with the other
users who have entered the chat room. When a user enters or leaves a chat room it
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is announced in the chat so that other users are informed.

Figure B-13 Chat Room page – Student Meetup

If a user wishes to create their own session they must click on the create
session tab on the left of the web page. When clicked it will bring them to the create
session page. This will require them to input the information shown in the image
below. Once the user has filled out the form they click on the create session button.
This then saves the data to the databases and makes it available to other users to
join.
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Figure B-14 Create Session page – Student Meetup

A user can manage their created sessions in the manage session tab. Here
they will be able to edit created sessions or delete them. It also will display the
sessions the user is in.

Figure B-15 My Sessions page – Student Meetup

Figure B-16 Edit Session page – Student Meetup
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Users are also able to edit their profile. They can change their
name,nickname, course and description.

Figure B-17 Profile Session page – Student Meetup

In the search session, the user can search for a tag and receive a search
result, giving the student the option to join the session.
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Figure B-18 Search Session page – Student Meetup

The last feature of the application is for the user to search for another user.
When the search is finished it will display the student details. The user can also
report another user for abusive behaviour, being a spamming_bot or for other
reasons.

Figure B-19 Search User page – Student Meetup

2.5.2 Mobile Application
The mobile application uses Java as its coding language because it is the
language we have used during our studies at CCT and we are more comfortable
with.
Android studio was used as the IDE for the application, it is based on IntelliJ
framework and it is a framework easy to use and intuitive.
Particularly for this project, it was used the LAMP stack for server side hosted
in the Google Cloud Platform, but working together with a Node.js server running the
library Socket.io in it that is the library we are using for allowing the users of the
application to talk to each other. The Node.js server will be hosted in Heroku, which
is a web service that allows applications to keep running in the cloud.
The MVVM design pattern (model, view, view model) was implemented in the
application because according to “Android Developers. 2020. Guide To App
Architecture” the MVVM architecture is nowadays a good practice to implement
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because it cleanly separates the user interface from the application logic and this
improves application maintenance, by encapsulating functionalities.
In particular It has been used recommended technologies by the official
Google Android Developer documentation like:
Retrofit, that is a REST client that will parse JSON objects, retrieved from the
server, to Java objects, a format manageable by the app.
Shared preferences, this is used for saving user credentials in a private file,
allows this particular application to save user login credentials in a secure and
private way.
Live data, this new feature will allow create functions that will observe the live
data and will be triggered when live data changes, this is very helpful when querying
the server and running functions when the response comes back. It also allows the
application to keep working as normal even if the expected response is delayed.

Figure C-1 Folder Structure – Android Studio

This is the folder that is used for the android application Figure C-1 which
shows clearly the use of the MVVM model separating logic from the interface. It also
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used several XML fragment layout files that are the different layouts that the user
interacts with. Each fragment layout has its own java class associated with it which
permits layouts to have functionalities. Inside the menu folder resides the information
related to the menu list options and the drawer list (show sessions, create sessions,
etc.).
The mipmap folder stores all the icons this application uses as well as the
logo.
The navigation folder contains the new Android feature called Navigation view
where it can be displayed how is the navigation of the different interface layers of the
application.
The values folder contains XML information about the colors, strings, styles,
dimensions and network security configuration of this application. This particular way
of storing the values is very helpful and used, because it allows easy change and
generalize values like colors, strings, dimensions, and even will be an important
advantage if we decided to make our app available in different languages.

When the application is launched the
user is prompted to log in or register. When
a user registers they are required to fill in
the same information that is required by the
web application as the information is stored
in the same database, if the email and
password does not matches with what there
is in the database, the server will send an
error message and the app will tell so to the
user.

Figure C-2 Login – Android Mobile app
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When the server recognizes the user,
all its information will be send in form of a
JSON object back to the application where
Retrofit REST Client is used for retrieving
this JSON object and parsing it into a POJO
(Plain Old Java Object), next, the server is
prompted to send back all the sessions
available within the course, IT or Business,
and will be stored in the Recycler View that
will be in charge of displaying them and
managing the memory used to store them.

These sessions will be shown all the
currently available sessions. From here they
will be able to join any of the visible
sessions.
Figure C-3 Sessions – Android Mobile app

When a user selects a session to join they will be shown the session
information and given the option to join the chat room.
When the user selects Join Session they will then enter the Session Room
where they can better see the session description and have the chance to send and
receive messages from members of the session, users from the session connected
al chat will acknowledge the new user presence by a information message “User
joined”, when a user enter the chat room they are announced to the other users in
the chat room.
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When inside the session room, the
user will be able to write in the chat and any
user that is connected to the chat will be
able to read and reply. This feature is
possible thanks to the Socket.io server that
will be running independently and will be
only in charge of connecting the users of the
same session through the chat. It's good to
mention that our socket.io server will be
running in another server hosted by Heroku.
In this particular project the chat
room is an independent fragment that will
be included inside the parent fragment
called Fragment_session_room, this allows
reusability of the chat in other fragments.

Figure C-4 Session Room – Android Mobile app

When the user swipes the screen
from the right to left a menu is shown with
all the available options to a user. These
options are the same as the website.
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Figure C-5 Drawer menu – Android Mobile app

Users are able to start a new
session. They have to select the create
session option, this will bring them to the
create session screen.the user will be
required to input the information about the
session. Once the user has filled out the
form the user then selects the create
session button. This then saves the data to
the databases and makes it available to
other users to join.

Figure C-6 New Session – Android Mobile app

Users are able to see the sessions
they participate in the “My sessions” option.
Here users can see what sessions they
have joined and what sessions they have
created. If a user wants to edit the
information of a session they have created
they select the session they want to edit.
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The user will then be able to change any of
the information in that session.

Figure C-7 My Sessions – Android Mobile app

Users are able to search for sessions
that they may be interested in by using the
tags associated with the created sessions.
The search returns any sessions that have
tags that have contained the term searched
for. What the server does is, grabs the
sessions tags provided and searches any
session that contains these tags and returns
them in JSON format object.

Figure C-8 Search Session – Android Mobile app

If a user wants to find another user,
they will be able to type in another user's
nickname, this will display any other users
with similar nicknames. They are then able
to select a user, this is done by the server
side that will use the query “LIKE” for
retrieving all the users that contain the given
String.
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Figure C-9 Search User – Android Mobile app

This view is the user profile fragment
that will display information about a
particular user, It can be seen the
nickname, the user description, sessions
host and sessions joined, as well as the
option to report the user which will open a
report form that has to be filled in before
reporting the user.

Figure C-10 User Profile – Android Mobile app

This is the reporting form that has to
be filled in order to send the report, this
report will take a predefined reason:
“abusive”, “spamming_bot” or “other” and
then a short description about the report
also, then by pressing “Report user” the
report form will be submitted and saved in
the database.
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Figure C-11 Reporting Form – Android Mobile app

2.6 Problems encountered
We have faced various challenges at developing the mobile application. First
Alejandro, the person in charge of developing the mobile app had to take a 60 hour
Udemy course in order to understand and work with Android Studio, which although
uses java, he had to handle the many different aspects of a mobile development, like
screen rotation, other apps being open when running current app, external
notifications that if not correctly handled can cause the app to crash.

Beside the knowledge gathered from doing the course it was paramount to
research a lot and overcome challenges like, best architecture to use for this
particular app, how to connect to a REST API server, what kind of server to use for
connecting both mobile and web application, how to implement the chat feature and
enable it to be available and synchronized among website and mobile users, how to
correctly deploy our LAMP server to Google cloud, how to make our server to run on
HTTPS.

The most challenging part was to find and implement a chat library that could
be used for any mobile or web user indistinctly.
After correctly deploying our LAMP server to Google Cloud with help of Bitnami we
faced to few issues relating to HTTP traffic, for example, the mobile application was
refusing to connect to a server using HTTP, it was enforcing HTTPS for security
reasons, after more researching we found out that by default android platforms do
not accept HTTP connections, and that this security measure could be fixed in 2
possible ways:
1. By coding an exception in the app that would allow it to connect to the server
ip using HTTP.
2. By applying an SSL certificate to our server and making it HTTPS.
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We decided to go for the second option, but it took longer than we expected and we
were not able to implement HTTPS due to time constraints. Had we been able to
implement HTTPS, our application would have been both fully functional and ready
to deploy to the market.

2.7 Testing and evaluation
Software testing is defined as an activity to check whether the actual results
match the expected results and to ensure that the software system is defect free. It
involves execution of a software component or system component to evaluate one or
more functionalities of the system, it helps to identify errors, gaps in code or to assert
that the system meets the actual requirements. Guru99.com. 2020

For the mobile application we have used the Blackbox testing methodologies.
The blackbox testing is the one where the testing is made simulating the end user,
this “end user” will use and “test” the application and will then compare results
obtained with results expected.

The whitebox testing is the one where the code and internal flow is tested and
analyzed in order to produce the expected flow and results.

2.7.1 Blackbox testing
Systems tasks that the application should perform:
● User registration
● User login
● Create session
● Join session
● Report user
● Chat to session members
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2.7.1.1 Set of Inputs and correct outputs

User registration
Input: User fills register form and press register button.
Output: User information was correctly saved into the database.

User login
Input: User writes email and password and press login button.
Output: User is correctly logged in and has been moved to the student dashboard or
layout.

Create sesion
Input: User press create session tab, fills the create session form, and after pressed
“Create session” is shown the newly created session description.
Output: New session saved correctly in the database and user is been displayed with
a new session description.

Join Session
Input: User selects a session he/she wants to join and press “Join session”.
Output: User correctly joins the session updating its “session joined” counter and
connecting user to the chat app socket.

Report User
Input: User fills out a report form and sends it.
Output: System saves the report form correctly and tells the user so.

Chat to Session members
Input: User is inside the session room and chats to the session.
Output: All the members of the session get the particular message.
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2.7.1.2 Test Cases for Blackbox Testing
Four tests were done during this testing, and they were done before and after the
server was deployed to the google cloud platform, It is valid to mention that we have
not contemplated the problem we could have with HTTP connection to the server.
The following test cases were done after the server was deployed to the cloud.

Test case ID

TC01

Test case summary

To verify correct output given an input

Prerequisites

Application installed in an Android
Mobile

Test Procedure

User fills the register form and presses
the register button.

Expected Result

User information was correctly saved
into the database.

Actual Result

Connection could not be made using
HTTP, android default settings were
blocking insecure connection

Status

Failed

Created by

Alejandro Zeballos

Date of execution

05/05/2020

Test case ID

TC02

Test case summary

To verify correct output given an input

Prerequisites

Application installed in an Android
Mobile

Test Procedure

User press the create session tab, fills
the create session form, and after
pressing “Create session” is shown the
newly created session description.
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Expected Result

New sessions is saved correctly in the
database and the user is displayed with
a new session description.

Actual Result

Session was correctly saved into the
database and the user was displayed
with the result.

Status

Succeed

Created by

Alejandro Zeballos

Date of execution

05/05/2020

Test case ID

TC03

Test case summary

To verify correct output given an input

Prerequisites

Application installed in an Android
Mobile

Test Procedure

User is inside the session room and
chats to the session.

Expected Result

All the members of the session get the
particular message.

Actual Result

Users received the messages but I
could not see when a user left or joined
the chat room.

Status

Failed

Created by

Alejandro Zeballos

Date of execution

09/05/2020

Test case ID

TC04

Test case summary

To verify correct output given an input

Prerequisites

Application installed in an Android
Mobile
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Test Procedure

User fills out a report form and sends it.

Expected Result

System saves the report form correctly
and tells the user so.

Actual Result

Report was filled in but at the moment
of saving, the system kept telling that
the report could not be successfully
submitted.

Status

Failed

Created by

Alejandro Zeballos

Date of execution

09/05/2020

2.7.1.3 Bug fixing of Black Box test failures
TC01 bug fix
An xml configuration exception was created in order to allow HTTP
connection only to the app server.
TC03 bug fix
A bug was related to the type of object I was receiving from the socket.io
server when a user joined or left the chat. I was not parsing the correct json object
therefore I could not display the info. The bug was fixed when I properly parsed the
data I was receiving from the server.
TC04 bug fix
The bug I encountered there was that the enums (type of report: abusive,
spamming_bot, other) used in the database were slightly different to the enums I had
in the mobile application. The bug was fixed when I changed the app enums to
match the ones in the database.

2.8 Conclusions and Further Work
We have created this application because we believe that there is a need for
this platform. There are other applications that share some of the functionality of our
application, but they also contain functions that are unnecessary and distracting to
users intending to study. That is why our group created this application, to take away
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the option of distracting alternative applications when looking for a group to study
with, and to help those who have difficulty finding others to study with by making it
easier to pair up with other students.
While we are very happy with the application we have produced so far there
are always improvements to be made to any system including ours. During the
development of our application a greater amount of testing would have helped us
finding and dealing with bugs and usability problems. We should have also spent
more time focusing on the documentation for the application, writing it out more
frequently and in greater detail.
Some ideas that we were not able to implement into the application, which
could be used to improve the functionality of the application include:
● A flagging system that will send notification to alert users of any sessions that
match their particular interests.
● User profile pictures, this would allow users to be more comfortable with the
groups they may join.
● Integrating google maps into the website, this would allow for users to more
easily select the location where they would like to study, and better plan the
sessions that they will create.
● Expanding the available courses within our application, making it more
friendly to other students who might not study the courses available on the
application.
● Updating the chatroom functionality so that users have more options to help
them with studying.
● Implement a user storage so that they can save any study note or images that
they can look back on after sessions have been completed.
● A buddy system in which users will be able to buddy up and see what people
who they have enjoyed studying with can more easily reconnect.
● The current servers run on HTTP but with little more time we could have
implemented HTTPS also that will endure the sensitive data traffic.
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We have learned an enormous amount and have developed skills in project
management, web design, programming, database management, application
deployment and teamwork. We have refined our planning, research, development
and implementation skills that I believe will assist us with our future careers. We
have found the experience rewarding and believe that the students who use this
application will benefit from the experience. Given more time to work on the
application we would refine the application and implement some of the ideas that
have been discussed in this section.
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Appendices
Github : Website
https://github.com/DeCamposFiorelo/WebStudentMeetUp
Github: Mobile Application
https://github.com/Alejandro-Zeballos/StudentMeetUp

Contribution report

Student Name: Suelen de Campos Fiorelo
In the first semester in terms of my participation, I took charge of and completed
the following areas of the project: Two Use Cases, Entity Relationship Diagram
and Timeline of the Project. In addition to solely completing these parts, I also
contributed to parts of other areas of the Project which I’ll outline in further detail
below.
Beginning with Use Cases, I first researched how to put together a use case,
using the website usability.gov, in addition to Chapter 2 of the book “A Student
Guide to Object Oriented Development” by Carol Britton. I then constructed
multiple use cases using Microsoft Word. These involved outlining the steps that
the user would need in order to register and also to login.
Regarding the Entity Relationship Diagram, I created the instructions that
determined how the database would be built. I also used draw.io to design the
diagram. Furthermore I defined the entities, their attributes, the primary keys and
the foreign keys.
In terms of the Timeline, I first studied an example from Lecturer Ken Healy.
Subsequently, I went to Gantt Charts and began to create our own timeline. This
involved planning and deciding what was to be done, who was going to do it and
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when it would be due in accordance with the Project Guidelines. I then had to input
this data into Gantt Charts.
Having worked on the above areas in the first semester , I also contributed to
other areas as well. Firstly, I helped put together the introduction along with
Alejandro and James. Similarly, I worked with Alejandro to determine the Data
Requirements.
In the second semester, I took charge of the construction of the FrontEnd and
BackEnd of the Website. I applied the technologies that I searched in the last
semester as an example, the Bootstrap, PHP, Javascript, node.js and socket.io.
The Node.js and socket.io it was the most difficult part to implemented in the
website, node.js was used in the chat-room,which allowed me to have a real time
conversation with the other users. The challenge of the taks was the website and
the mobile application to connect together.
I took charge to deploy the chatroom in heroku, which took me a few hours to
fix the errors, but in the end the chat was deployed.
I also helped with other tasks, such as the implementation, the test plans, test
results, host the database and php files on google cloud and write the final report
which we all wroked together.

Student Name: Alejandro Zeballos
During the realization of this project I took part and completed the list of
requirements and features of the mobile and web application, I drew the use case
diagrams and I formulated three use case scenarios. I designed and drew the
system class diagram using Visual Paradigm based on the requirements that we
put together previously, for this task I have followed previous examples on “A
Student Guide to Object Oriented Development” by Carol Britton.
I have researched what technologies are needed for the development of a mobile
and web application and I redacted that part in the project proposal.
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Having worked on the areas mentioned. I also contributed with Suelen and James
in putting together the introduction.
Finally, for the next semester, I will be in charge of the construction of the system
functional design and with the Mobile Application, as I do not have experience
doing this, I am actively researching and watching tutorial videos about android
development.
I will also be helping in other tasks, as testing, implementation, interface and
database design.
After researching and solving problems I have successfully developed the mobile
application, php API for the mobile application and I have successfully deployed
the LAMP stack to google cloud.
I have participated in the research and adapting of the chat socket.io API.

Student Name: James Harris
As part of this project I have contributed to the introduction and created two use
case scenarios, I also organised a few of our meetings with our supervisor John
Snell as well as done research into the effects of group study and if there are other
applications similar to ours already available to the public.

For the research on the effectiveness of group study i used google scholar to find
articles related to our area of interest, and I also used google search to find out if
there are any similar applications to our own.

I used the same source that Suelen De Campos Fiorelo used to construct the use
case scenarios. Along with Alejandro Zeballos and Suelen De Campos Fiorelo, I
helped to write the introduction to this paper.
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For next semester I will be helping to create and maintain the database for our
project. I will be learning how to use Google cloud services as well as further
research into how to create a robust and stable database that will be able to
handle our application. I will also be learning how to use the visual studio IDE with
my other team members. I helped with documentation.

Here is the proposed timetable of our projects.

Figure D-1 Timeline –G
 antt Charts
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